Ace Avetmiss CONNECT

Ace AVETMISS
Product
Information

Looking for an AVETMISS 7
reporting tool that complements
your existing business systems,
rather than forcing you to
replace all the systems?
The Ace AVETMISS CONNECT
opens a world of advanced
integration options which allows
you to program an automatic
data communication between
your in-house ad-hoc systems
and Ace AVETMISS server.
For simpler scenarios, just use
our fast, powerful yet simple
website.

Ace Avetmiss
10 Jarrah Place
Fitzgibbon
QLD 4018
Phone: 0403 786 240
E-mail: info@aceavetmiss.com.au

Avetmiss extension for your in-house systems

Why Choose Us

Who We Are



Our Company Mission

Simple, Fast, Powerful and Costefficient solution for AVETMISS
reporting.



What is Ace Avetmiss


AVETMISS 7.0 reporting tool, specially



Australia’s RTOs by consistently

Ace Avetmiss CONNECT allows you to

exceeding our Customer’s expectations

connect & compliment your in-house

& by making technology an asset for

systems, rather than replacing it.

their business not a problem. We will

Now that’s true On-cloud Advantage.

keep abreast of today’s and tomorrow's

Web-based, Cross-platform, Crossdevice compatible.

Ace Avetmiss is a web-based

To be the partner of choice for

technology, no matter how fast it
moves, to ensure our Customers always
have the best possible reliable software

SSL Secured, hosted on Microsoft

solution. We will continually

suited for small RTOs which provide

Azure, Encrypted ! We care about

communicate with, and learn from our

Non-state managed training and need

security.

Customers, in order to improve our

to submit AVETMISS 7.0 compliant
NAT files to NCVER directly.
Ace Avetmiss is based on best



Privacy assured ! Your data is your

product and support.

private property.


Friendly support

Our Business Philosophy



Unlimited student data entry

We put our Customers first and strive to



Collaborate with unlimited number of

practices, latest technology & built by
talented people. It is blazing fast, and
compatible with all devices including
phones & tablets. It is a simple, costeffective Avetmiss reporting solution
and you pay only for the features that
you need.

team-mates at no additional cost

secure their loyalty through top quality
product & support. We embrace

Professionalism and seek Excellence in
everything we do.

